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ecological research in South Africa. The importance of an
integrated approach towards ecological studies in human
settlements will be explained using a selection of case studies.
doi:10.1016/j.sajb.2010.02.003
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Ecologists are interested in the relationship between organ-
isms and their environment. Availability of resources and how
organisms interact in using them therefore falls within the realm
of ecology. Organisms interact in a variety of ways and it is these
interactions that shape the structure of the communities of other
individuals (academics) and species (disciplines) within their
realm of influence. There is also a longer-term, evolutionary
consequence of these interactions (institutional structure). In this
address, I tie together ecology—the study of interactions of
living organisms with each other and their environment—with
my vision of academia—the collective term for the scientific and
cultural community engaged in higher research and education. I
draw analogies between two types of environments, namely arid
ecosystems, within which much of my research history resides,
and the academic environment, within which I have resided for
all of my working life. I will focus on two key interactions,
seemingly opposite in type, aligned with my research interests—
competition, where the interaction is negative (−/−), and
facilitation, where it is positive (+/+), and how these shape
communities. From a management point of view, it is extremely
useful to understand how these interactions shape community
structure. If, for example, something changes in the resource
environment, such as the occurrence of a drought or an economic
recession, it is useful to know how this may alter community
structure so that remedial measures such as the removal of
herbivores, active restoration, restructuring or bail-out packages
can be considered. Similarly, if we wish to understand why the
community is structured like it is (for example, why are women
so rarely found in higher echelons of academia?), an
examination of the forces structuring the community may assist
in this understanding.
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Desiccation tolerance is common in seeds but rare in the
vegetative tissues of most angiosperms. Some 350 species of
angiosperm (0.2% of total flora) tolerate desiccation in their
vegetative tissues and are termed resurrection plants. Many of
these are endemic to Southern Africa. Our research is aimed at
gaining an understanding of the mechanisms of desiccation
tolerance in general and the similarities and differences among
species and between vegetative tissues and seeds. The research is
conducted at several levels, from the molecular to the whole plant
physiological level. Molecular studies have given insight into
some of the genes, proteins and metabolites upregulated during
drying and rehydration that may function as protection and/or
repair systems. Biochemical studies are used to characterise the
nature of protection offered by these molecules and ultrastructural
studies to elucidate subcellular location and changes therein
during drying and rehydration. This in turn is related to
physiological responses from the root to shoot level. In this
paper aspects from such studies will be presented for several
species and discussed in terms of how these have facilitated our
understanding of vegetative desiccation tolerance.
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Faced with substantial environmental treats, managers must
decide how to invest the resources they have available. Managers
must choose from a set of possible strategies, determine the level
of investment in each, and decide where that effort should be
located. For example, when surveying for an invasive weed, a
manager needs to determine the methods used to search for the
weed,where to look and howmuch effort to expend. This example
is one of a number of problems requiring the allocation of
resources to environmental management. Here I will present a
theory for making such decisions. Using an example of designing
surveys for an invasive weed, I show, not surprisingly, that when
the aim is to minimize the expected environmental damage of the
weed, sites should be surveyed if the probability of presence and
the benefits of detection are sufficiently large. Less intuitively,
sites receive the most survey effort where the rate of detection is
intermediate because while survey effort is wasted at sites with
low rates of detection, little effort is required when rates of
detection are high. In this example the aim was to minimize the
expected cost, ignoring uncertainty in the effectiveness of
management. If we consider uncertainty, managers might aim to
maximise the probability of achieving an acceptable outcome.
This class of problem becomes very similar to determining the
optimal allocation of an investment portfolio among financial
assets. Just as some investors might be reluctant to rely solely on
one financial asset, if the aim of management is to maximise the
probability of achieving a modest goal, the optimal strategy is to
diversify investment across a set of assets, depending on the
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